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ABSTRACT 
 
The International Space Station’s (ISS) largest crew and cargo resupply vehicle, the Space 
Shuttle, will retire in 2011.  To help augment ISS resupply and return capability, NASA 
announced a project to promote the development of Commercial Orbital Transportation Services 
(COTS) for the ISS in January of 2006.  By December of 2008, NASA entered into space act 
agreements with SpaceX and Orbital Sciences Corporation for COTS development and ISS 
Commercial Resupply Services (CRS).  The intent of CRS is to fly multiple resupply missions 
each year to ISS with SpaceX’s Dragon vehicle providing resupply and return capabilities and 
Orbital Science Corporation’s Cygnus vehicle providing resupply capability to ISS.  The ISS 
program launched an integration effort to ensure that these new commercial vehicles met the 
requirements of the ISS vehicle and ISS program needs.  The Environmental Control and Life 
Support System (ECLSS) requirements cover basic cargo vehicle needs including maintaining 
atmosphere, providing atmosphere circulation, and fire detection and suppression.  The ISS-
COTS integration effort brought unique challenges combining NASA’s established processes 
and design knowledge with the commercial companies’ new initiatives and limited experience 
with human space flight.  This paper will discuss the ISS ECLS COTS integration effort 
including challenges, successes, and lessons learned.     
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